PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS PRE-APPROVED TO DATE
FOR ADOPTION BY M&OE COMPANIES
Steel Plate Butt Welding Alignment Tool
This butt joint welding alignment tool is used to efficiently
align steel plates in preparation for the welding process in
workshop. This tool requires lesser time and manpower for
steel plate adjustments, is safer, faster and more accurate.
Power Jack for Steel Plate Adjustment
This power jack provides easy adjustment and fitting of steel
pieces into perpendicular arrangement during construction
process in workshop. It replaces manual adjustment of
hammering process, reducing time and effort required to
prepare steel plates for welding process.
Circular Gas Cutter
This automatic rotating and portable cutting machine is
designed to efficiently and accurately cut-out circle parts on
materials such as steel plates using gas/oxy-fuel. It reduces
time and manpower needed for preparation and touch-up
work during cutting operations.
Magnet Pipe Gas Cutter
This automatic crawling and portable cutting machine
uses gas/oxy-fuel for parallel, upright and upward pipe
cutting arrangements in workshop, and especially in tight or
awkward spaces. With a permanent magnet wheel attached
onto the pipe to crawl and cut pipe at the same time, this
equipment saves time and manpower during preparation,
cutting and touch-up processes.
Augmented Reality Welding Training System
This training system uses AR technology to simulate
welding processes on different test pieces. The learning
management and student analysis software provides
structured curriculum with stimulated exercises and real
lab practices while tracking trainees’ progress. It enables
trainees to gain more practice while reducing material
usage, training preparation time and cost, and exposure to
safety and health hazards.
Digital Welding Equipment for Pipe Welding - Tungsten
Inert Gas (TIG) and Manual Metal Arc (MMA)
This equipment consists of digital TIG & MMA welding
machine and production management software to monitor
real-time welding performance. It enables more consistent
manufactured outcome and allows user to improve his skills
by learning from past mistakes.
Autonomous Mobile Robot
The robot replaces manual labour in the transportation of
materials and semi/fully completed products around the
factory floor. It comes with autonomous functions to identify
obstacles and navigate around the factory floor without
the need for markers or coming to a complete stop for an
extended period.
Digital Welding Equipment for Steel Plates - Gas Metal
Arc Welding (GMAW) and Flux-cored Arc Welding (FCAW)
This equipment consists of digital GMAW & FCAW welding
machines and production management software to monitor
real-time welding performance and provides data logging
to track welders’ performance. It enables more consistent
manufactured outcome and allows user to improve his skills
by learning from past mistakes.

